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Exciting solar project at Munro Kirk
WISHING all ECHO residents, staff and directors
a prosperous new year after a tumultuous 2020.
The outlook for 2021 looks to be as uncertain,
while we as a country and a nation try to work our
way out of this quagmire. Already on the back foot
on many fronts, our Government appears to have
made a right mess of the vaccine acquisition and
rollout process and, while the second surge has
abated, it seems it is going to be another long year

Staff member of year again

on the COVID front. The upside is that we now at
least know what to expect and are learning to live
with the virus, which, in my opinion, will be with us in
some form or another for years to come.
From the Foundation’s perspective and, given the
economic uncertainty in South Africa after COVID,
adding in some of the Government’s proposed land
ownership policies, it will be a year of consolidation,
reflection and conservative spending. This is a critical strategy to achieve a number of outcomes in the
short, medium and long term. In the short term, it will
allow our new Management Team to settle in and
learn the fundamentals of the business, while enhancing our current service delivery to you, our residents.
Our aim is to maintain our infrastructure and deal
with the smaller projects which make the villages
look neat and tidy. In the medium term, and with
longer-term outlook, we will be focusing on those
projects on which the long-term growth and sustainability of the Foundation is based. There are a number of projects in the pipeline, a few of which you are
already aware of.

FRANSIE FORD, supervisor at Laubscher Park
East, was the ECHO staff member of the year
for 2020, the second year in a row she has
won this award. She is standing behind
the petunias outside her office.

By the time you read this, Munro Kirk will be contributing to lowering our electricity bill by monetizing our
roof space with solar cells – a very exciting project,
the first of many! Please look out for the Management Team on their Friday village walkabout –
please come and say hello. It would be wonderful to
meet you and introduce ourselves.
Stay safe!
DEAN GURNEY, ECHO Foundation CEO
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Vanessa is new resident services head
VANESSA SMITH, the new
head of resident services at
ECHO, writes: It is a privilege
and an honour to have been
entrusted with the duty of serving all of you as ECHO residents and staff. As a proud Port
Elizabethan, it has given me
great pleasure to page through
the ECHO publications and recognise so many names of residents who have been part of the
tapestry of my life from either a
work, church, theatre, children
or other life connection. I matriculated with music as a subject choice and my proud parents were dismayed when I announced that I wanted to pursue
a career involving “PEOPLE”… I
was subsequently banished to
make myself useful through
Technikon studies, where my
learning took place mostly outside of the classroom with
friends I still hold dear today. My
first full-time job in 1987 was as
a secretary at the firm MSL
Consulting – for none other than
Ernold Wills – who is today a
resident of Kruger Gardens.
This position confirmed to me
that my greatest desire in life
was to serve people and I continued life’s journey by completing a Diploma in Human Resources and a post-grad Diploma in Labour Law on a parttime basis while continuing with

VANESSA SMITH
full-time employment. I put these
studies to good use in serving
as a training officer for SA Bottling for five years; an HR generalist and later HR manager in
the automotive component industry for 12 years in various
component businesses; HR
manager for Cadbury PE for
eight years; owning and operating my own HR consulting business; training HR subject matter at a Cape Town-based business school and working as a
Technical College supervisor for
National Oilwell Varco. These
roles afforded me the opportunity of carrying out work in Australia, the USA and Dubai. Most
dear to me were the people who
shaped and formed my truly enriching life experiences at these
places of work – from shop floor
employees to management –
Union officials and partners or

service providers to these businesses – each one unique and
from each something was
learnt. And when I am not working my freedom is found in amateur dramatic arts. Some of you
may have already recognised
me from the 2019 PEMADS
production of “Steel Magnolias”.
Other thespians may have faint
recollections of my roles in
“Calendar Girls”; Pemads annual pantomime productions
(the Fairy Godmother and
Queen of Hearts); “Don’t Dress
for Dinner” and various musicals
over the last 10 years including
“My Fair Lady” and “The Producers”. My passion is my faith
and I find both humility and joy
in serving on the music worship
team of St John’s Anglican
Church, Walmer. My grounding
is found in getting out into nature – either camping or on a
day hike. My joy is found in my
family, particularly in time spent
with my girls, aged 19 and 17.
Both have made me more proud
than I could ever have imagined. I believe firmly in “treating
others as you wish to be
treated” and I assure you that I
will strive to give you the best
service possible. It is, after all,
the residents and employees,
as well as our service providers,
who ARE the ECHO Foundation.

Krystle is new head of human resources at ECHO
I completed my LLB degree at the University of Pretoria and
served my articles at Snyman de Jager Attorneys in Pretoria. I
left the legal practice in 2011 and pursued a career in the consulting field, specialising in Labour Law and Industrial Relations. I represented employers from various industries at dispute resolution forums and gained valuable litigation and negotiation experience. My experience in Industrial Relations has
been valuable in assisting companies with Human Resources
Management. My husband and I have been married for 12 years.
We relocated from Pretoria to Port Elizabeth in 2016 with our
oldest son and three dogs. Our family grew in 2020 with the
birth of our twins, a boy and girl. I am very excited to be part of
the ECHO team and trust that I will be able to contribute to the
growth and success of the Foundation! I am looking forward to
working with everyone and getting to know you a little bit better.
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KRYSTLE DE BRUIN

Five ECHO chairman’s award winners

LYN COLLETT, Head Office
receptionist, for extreme willingness to support staff, clients, residents and management during the lockdown.

Sister RUTH EVANS, Munro
Kirk senior sister F/C nursing
manager, for support of residents, families and staff during the lockdown.

ALWINA HEIDRICH, Munro
Kirk senior care manager, for
support of residents, families
and staff during lockdown.
She also runs the thrift shop.

PETRUS MULLER, maintenance journeyman, for going
the extra mile, supporting
new journeymen and being
willing and ready at all times
during lockdown and after.

BETTS WARD ABLE, Head
Office personal assistant, for
extreme willingness to support staff, clients, residents
and management during the
lockdown.

July: Victor Kampeni, gardener,
KG.
Portia Nyazema, healthcare
worker, Assisted Living.

Ruth Evans, Snr Sister F/C
nursing manager, MK.

Staff member
of the month
awards 2020
January: Khanyile Francois Johannes, maintenance assistant,
maintenance department.
Jasmein Draai, healthcare
worker, MK.
February: Mlungisi Ncipha,
maintenance assistant.
Tracy Adams, healthcare supervisor, MK.
March: Petrus Muller, journeyman, maintenance department.
Constance Magxolo, healthcare
worker, MK.
April: Victor Aba, gardener, KG.
Bongiwe Mancayi, healthcare
worker, MK.
May: Marietjie Loock, enrolled
nurse, HO.
Nancy Ndayi, healthcare
worker, MK.
June: Lonwabo Kondile, gardener, LPE.
Shirleen van der Bergh, general
cleaner, Assisted Living.

August: Fransie Ford, village
supervisor, LPE.
Theodora Sintwa, healthcare
worker, MK.
September: Monde Nomarwayi,
gardener, KG.
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October: Zelda Spies, village
supervisor, DP.
Marjorie Upman, general clerk,
MK.
November: Olga Yawa, general
cleaner, WSC.
Khaniswa Klaas, healthcare
worker, MK.

Retirement gifts for many years of service

BEAUTY DZENA, healthcare
worker, for 36 years’ service.

IRENE TSILI, general cleaner,
for 31 years’ service.

CYNTHIA RUDA, healthcare
worker, for 28 years’ service.

LONG-SERVICE AWARDS FOR ECHO STAFF

EVELYN TSANA, cleaner at
Dunant Park Lodge, for 35
unbroken years of service.

MARILYN BERENG, Kruger
Gardens char, for 20
unbroken years of service.

HILARY KIEWIETS, bookkeeper at Head Office, for 15
unbroken years of service.

New ECHO maintenance manager
I was born in Gauteng and have been happily married for 25
years with two children. We relocated to Port Elizabeth in 2013
from Limpopo to establish a new branch for a well-known company in the construction segment. Having had 19 years experience in the construction industry I got an opportunity to be interviewed for the position of maintenance manager at the ECHO
Foundation. I was excited to get the job. I was over the moon
that I could now offer so much of my insight and knowledge in
the building industry to ECHO in the maintenance department. I
am a very caring and dedicated person who has a lot of patience
with people. I love making conversation in general and am delighted to be working with people. My move to ECHO has been
one of great excitement and I wish to have a long and happy future with you all as a family!
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DOUGLAS SMALL

Keeping fit and active at Munro Kirk

JEAN AXON with the collage
and beads she made at Do it
Yourself with Marietjie
at Munro Kirk.

WINNY OOSTHUIZEN is one of the Munro Kirk ladies who
like to keep fit with Marietjie while using a theraband.

AMANDA HARDING

NOELLEEN MUGGERIDGE

LEAH TAYLOR

LORINDA ERASMUS
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Special farewell tea for Queenie Meyer
KNOWN by many Laubscher
Park East residents as “Queen
Bee”, Queenie Meyer said that
she was named after the Queen
at the time or the street in which
her family lived. Having qualified
as a nursing sister, she worked
for the Red Cross and then for
the ECHO Foundation, which
took over their villages. Queenie
became matron at Munro Kirk
when it opened in 1981. A few
years later she was transferred
to Head Office as nursing services and human resources
manager. She became Sister
and supervisor at Laubscher
Park West when her husband
retired. In 2012, when she retired from that post, Lillian
Swanepoel asked her to assist
at LP East and “sell tea tickets”.
But over time her responsibilities extended to controlling
meals and meal orders, collecting Walmer Service Centre
membership subscriptions, controlling the daily register, ordering cleaning stock, liaising between WSC and Head Office,
keeping an eye on the laundry
and taking bookings. And, also,
just listening to all our woes.
After eight years Queenie finally
decided to retire once more.
Queenie said that giving change
and controlling the laundry
gave her the most hassles. She
won’t miss the washing machines that flooded every now
and again and being asked for
change for R100 by someone
who wanted to pay R3 for a cup
of tea! Those who worked with
Queenie said she was an amazing person, always willing to listen and understand. She was a
loyal friend and would help and
advise at all times, but would
not take any nonsense. Who will
forget her references to the Full
Moon? That’s our Queenie. We
wish her a happy retirement.
DESIREE MARTIN
Laubscher Park East
and Walmer Service Centre

QUEENIE MEYER receives
flowers and a gift from CYNTHIA POTGIETER in appreciation of her many years of service to Laubscher Park East.

LETTIE ELFORD was one of
the many residents from
Laubscher Park East who attended the special farewell
tea for Queenie Meyer.

At the farewell tea ... HENDRICK KOTZE, QUEENIE MEYER,
MEL YATES, PETER HALL and MARLENE BEZUIDENHOUT.

TREVOR and PAMELA BRADFIELD at the farewell tea. Trevor
will always be remembered for hitting a six on the Grey High
School front field which struck the clock tower!
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New Normandy supervisor welcomed

KATHY MANLEY, the new supervisor at Normandy Court, was
welcomed by FAITH GEERE, chair of the Entertainment
Committee, at a tea held in her honour.

Some of the residents at the tea for the new
supervisor: In the front are WENDY CROWTHER, ROY GLYNN and BRYAN ROSS.

ERICH KLOKOW is one of
the new residents at
Normandy Court.

Other new residents who have moved into
Normandy Court are LESLEY PALMER
and STANLEY and LAETITIA SEGAL.

Caritas members make place mats for Munro Kirk

Leslie Pike and Sandra Ohlhoff made these
place mats during lockdown 5. They were
donated to the Munro Kirk Frail Care Home.

Sister RUTH EVANS, ALWINA HEIDRICH and
MARIETJIE MARX were delighted to receive
the place mats on behalf of Munro Kirk.
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Our six-year caravan travel adventure
THIS story begins many years ago when William
and I were still young. We saw life as an adventure
to be enjoyed and not as an opportunity to amass
“stuff” and wait for the end. But, as is true in most
people’s lives, ours ran along on expected paths.
We had babies, we bought a first house, we acquired a second car, we started a business and
made a garden … and we went caravanning. We
loved being out of doors and we started to dream of
a time when we would do this full-time. The children
left home, our parents passed on and it began to
feel as though life was only work, pay bills, shop
and work.
Luckily fate intervened – our business started to
decline and it was time to retire! We sold our properties and started looking at settling down near our
daughter in Port Elizabeth. Instead, we bought a
caravan and went straight to the Bushveld and the
Kruger National Park to camp, something we have
done regularly for nearly 60 years! It made sense to
carry on. We finally left Johannesburg for the wide
world to become permanent nomads in May 2014
and began an adventure that has enriched our
lives!

PENNY and WILLIAM SMITH in their cottage
with some of Penny’s artwork on the wall.
soul, not just as irritations on your skin. Even “bad”
weather is more bearable – perhaps it is just the
nearness of nature that makes life easier, less
stressful. So many things that seem important in a
more structured life lose their power to worry one.
What matters is the people around you and the
shapes of trees and mountains, the sounds of the
tide washing on to a strange beach in Tietiesbaai,
the call of nightjars and frogs and the furtive movement of nocturnal animals around your tent.

We have trundled along the R62 across the
“Capes” – Western and Eastern – many times;
wandered on the coastlines; visited strange towns;
looked for long-lost relatives; read every word in
many museum exhibits; went to see huge telescopes; spent time in Orania; breathed quietly in
the presence of the spirits of an ancient baobab in
Modjadji and toured a moored Daphne-class submarine in Simon’s Town.

The West Coast is an enchantment of stony mountains, the Transkei a world of rolling green hills dotted with villages perched on their summits. We had
the chance to visit wonderful places, a paleolithic
site near Velddrif, the stunning beauty of the Valley
of Desolation and the gasp-worthy museum to
Vasco da Gama in Mossel Bay. We travelled into a
deep, mysterious forest in Knysna, admired the
swathes of sudden flowers across the Karoo in an
early spring, discovered an amazing village called
Haenertsburg in Limpopo that we had not known
existed. We visited museums of art and talked to
wonderfully knowledgeable and interesting people
in Potchefstroom, Potgietersrus, Ladybrand and
Riebeeckkasteel, Jansenville and Sabie, which has
the best second-hand bookshop in South Africa!

We watched as much of the country is becoming
developed as “wild” reservations and is taking advantage of the trend towards tourism as economic
sense. We have seen the effects of drought and
storms across the country from the border with Zimbabwe to Cape Town and across the Karoo from
side to side. We have met the most enchanting and
interesting people in many locations, some of them
more than once, many of them foreigners we still
correspond with. In almost any town or caravan
park the chance of meeting someone you’ve met
before is very high.

And we spent as much time as we could in the
North Eastern Bushveld – home to our spirits.
These things are worth more than any discomfort
you may have. A leaking tent is a bit of a nuisance,
spiders on the bed can give you pause, but there is
always help from fellow campers to remove the
snake! We do not regret one moment of the past
six years, only the fact that we are no longer fulltime “on the road”.

Full-time caravanners, sometimes known as
“swallows”, are a breed apart. Hardy, practical,
friendly, energetic campers are on the roads in their
thousands, criss-crossing the country all the time,
spending winters in the warm places and summers
in the cool areas. Living in a caravan and tent, fulltime, is special. Nights are bright with stars and the
skies wide and free. Wind and rain are felt in your

PENNY SMITH, Dunant Park
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Caritas trip to Colchester vintage shop
IN between lockdowns 10 Caritas members went on an outing to Colchester where Sharna Delport
has an interesting shop called Kontrei, which consists of kwekery, kos, kuns en kaboedel. It is a
wonderful little vintage shop selling traditional homemade boerekos, recycled fine art, crafts, antiques and collectables. We arrived there at 10am wearing our varied selection of hats, which is
compulsory says Sharna. We were welcomed with tea, coffee and homemade eats. We then spent
time looking around the shop and chatting to a very bubbly Sharna. She showed us how to make
an angel out of an old book and odds and ends. Then we sat down to a delicious lunch. What an
interesting, refreshing outing we had, which we so enjoyed after such a long lockdown. Thanks to
Sharna, the hat lady!
LESLIE PIKE, Caritas

KEN JEANES “framing” his wife, JANETTE while SHARNA
DELPORT looks at Janette in the picture frame when Caritas
members visited the Kontrei shop.

ERNIE PIKE and WAYNE BATTESON enjoy
a cup of coffee at the shop. Old LP records
serve as place mats at the shop.

JOANNE SCHROEDER examines an angel in the shop at
Colchester.

LESLIE PIKE and SANDRA OHLHOF having
lunch wearing their compulsory special hats
on the Caritas outing to Colchester.

The ECHO Foundation board, management and the Hello-o-o Echo editorial committee are not
responsible for the views expressed or the statements made in this publication.
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Mary Hutton celebrates 100th birthday
MARY HUTTON celebrated her 100th birthday on December 3 last year. She is a great fan of the
Fairhaven Coffee Shop and enjoyed starting her celebrations with friend Barney Niemand, also
from Fairhaven’s Assisted Living, and other regular Coffee Shop fans. It was a privilege to share
in her special day and all sang and applauded her. Social worker Xandre, representing Head Office, was due to join us, but COVID-19 prevented her from attending. Later in the morning she
celebrated with the other seven Assisted Living residents and the carers. She ordered cake from
the Coffee Shop. Her celebrations continued on Saturday and Sunday surrounded by her family.
MARINTHA DU PREEZ, Fairhaven

MARY with flowers she received from grandson David
Hutton and family in the US.

MARY and her sons, STUART, RICHARD and MIKE.

MARY and BARNEY NIEMAND enjoying
themselves at the Fairhaven Coffee Shop.

MARY with her daughter, JANE HASKINS, and
daughter-in-law, ROSE HUTTON.

PAM McCULLUM relaxes in her pretty shaded garden at LP East.
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Mike Breen’s LPE flame lilies.

Festive Line Dancing Christmas Party
WALTON PARK hosted its annual Line Dancing Christmas Party to the strains of 25 well-loved
songs, to which residents and visitors danced. Nimble feet waltzed, tangoed, cha-cha’d, jived and
rocked, taking a break only to enjoy a festive lunch supplied by residents. Line dancing boosts
memory, diminishes depression, improves flexibility, reduces stress, helps your heart, aids weight
loss, improves balance and increases energy and makes friends.
ULLA VAAJA, Walton Park

Enjoying themselves at the Line Dancing Christmas Party are
MARGARET BROWNE, ANN VON BENECKE and JUDY MEEK.

Talented dance teacher
ESLY STRYDOM.

Enjoying their meal are VERONICA VAN TONDER, CYNTHIA
GILTROW, MONICA GROBLER, ESLY STRYDOM, YVONNE
MEYER, DANEL BOUWER and CHANTAL VAN DER MERWE.

CONNIE FISHER, 90, with
JANE STEVENS and JUDY
JONES behind, dancing
“Tango with the Sheriff”.
Right: Each table had one
of these magnificent
centrepieces.
Far right: JANE STEVENS
in a festive mood.
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Stanbury Park Christmas decorations

COLIN and MAUREEN FOX
decorated their cottage
beautifully for Christmas.

EBEN LANDMAN’s colourful
lights outside his cottage.
He is with DI HOBSON and
MELLIS MOORCROFT.

A new resident at Stanbury Park

The beautiful Christmas tree
which was decorated by the
Entertainment Committee.

SUE ODAMS is a new resident
at Stanbury Park. She and her
husband emigrated from the
UK to SA in 1981-82, together
with another couple with
whom they were long-time
friends, Brian and Carole Harris, who also live at Stanbury
Park. Sue and her husband
spent 30 years in Midrand,
Gauteng, and upon his retirement in 2012 they decided to
move to PE to be closer to
their friends. When Sue’s husband died in 2017 she found it
difficult to keep up their big
house so she put her name
down with ECHO and was
happy to be offered a cottage
at Stanbury, right next to their
12

friends! Sue has two stepchildren in the UK and a
daughter in Midrand.
ANNE DUTTON
Stanbury Park

Kruger Gardens Christmas Dinner

ECHO CEO DEAN GURNEY, a special guest at
the Kruger Gardens Christmas Dinner, was welcomed by JOHAN BOSMAN, chairman of the
Entertainment Committee, and his wife, GILL.

PETER MORTON, REAN RHEEDER and HENNIE
ODENDAAL entertained everyone at the dinner
with their snappy rendition of “KG Jerusalema”
and soon had others joining in the fun.

CLIVE and CHRYSTAL GIBSON, DIDEE and BUSHY BESTER and KARIN BOTHA and her mother,
ROSALYN VACZI, enjoying themselves at the Kruger Gardens Christmas Dinner.

BRIAN and JENNY STAPLES. Brian, a retired
minister, said Grace before the dinner.

ANNATJIE and GERT JORDAAN were among
the new residents at the dinner.
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WALTON PARK CHRISTMAS MARKET

Supervisor AMANDA FOURIE (right) and her
step-sister, MARIA, sold foods “to die for” at
the Walton Park Christmas Market.

ESLY SYRYDOM presented the prize hamper to
DORA SMITH, who was voted the wearer of the
best mask at the Walton Park Christmas Market.

Enjoyable
and profitable
annual market
WALTON PARK once again
held its annual Christmas Market on the first Saturday of December. In spite of limited numbers due to the pandemic, it
went off as an enjoyable and
profitable morning. Residents
and friends held stalls selling a
variety of foods, arty stationery
and jewellery, knitted and sewn
articles and an array of Christmas gifts. The TV lounge
served as a coffee shop where
residents and visitors relaxed
and enjoyed the morning after
their shopping.

Winner DORA SMITH is flanked by runners-up IAN and
MARION MOORE in the best mask competition.

ULLA VAAJA
Walton Park
Right: MARGARET BROWNE,
CORINNA RAUTENBACH and
CHANTAL VAN DER MERWE
sold Christmas linens and a
variety of gift ideas at the
Walton Park market.
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Stanbury Park Christmas Dinner

MAUREEN and JOHN BEE at the Stanbury Park
Christmas Dinner.

JEAN MARAIS in the Christmassy dress that she made.

ALIDA GREYLING with supervisor AMELIA
PRETORIUS and her husband, GLEN.

JUDY MERKEL, ROY SKINNER, RITA REASON and MARGARET
MENDES at the Stanbury Park Christmas Dinner.

MAURIZIO and JOAN ARTICO at the
Stanbury Park Christmas Dinner.

CHRISTINE LOBB, JOHN WALKER, NEVILLE
LOBB and MARGARET WALKER.
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Christmas Lunch at Normandy Court
I ATTENDED my first social
event at Normandy Court, which
was the Christmas Lunch, on
Saturday, November 21. It was
catered by Father and Son and
the food and service were excellent. The Entertainment
Committee did an outstanding
job of decorating the gazebos
and lapa and there was a true
Christmas spirit. I got to know
some of the residents and chatted to others and so I felt very
much at home. Thank you to
ECHO for sponsoring this event,
which was greatly appreciated
and enjoyed by all.
KATHY MANLEY
Normandy Court supervisor

The Normandy Court Entertainment Committee says thank you
to ECHO for sponsoring the Christmas Lunch. Holding the
message are FAITH and LEN GEERE, GRAHAM SWART,
ZETA COLLOCOTT and MIRIAM STIEMENS.

Looking forward to their lunch are GAIL BEATRIX, INGRID
HUPPELSCHOTEN, ELIZABETH SMITH and HILTON CLARK
with PETER NOLTE at the table on the right.

WENDY CROWTHER, ROGER and SHIRLEY
LODGE, PETER NOLTE, FRANKIE SIMPSON
and MARLENE BARTLETT enjoying the
Christmas Lunch at Normandy Court.

MARILYN SHIPTON was another resident who attended
the Christmas Lunch.

PAULINE and PETER VAN BLERK, PAT VORSTER, GARY and SHELLEY KOEKEMOER,
NEELS VAN ROOYEN, CHRIS and DIANE
VAN HEERDEN and GAYNOR GILCHRIST.
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Christmas celebrations at Fairhaven
FAIRHAVEN’s annual Christmas Dinner was a great success. Because of restricted numbers in
the hall, we had one lunch and two dinners. Thank you to Father and Son for treating us to such a
delicious meal. Our grateful thanks to ECHO for sponsoring part of the cost of this special occasion. It was certainly enjoyed by all who attended. Many commented on the table decorations.
Thanks to Iowena Mackenzie for her creativity.
MARINTHA DU PREEZ, Fairhaven

PHILLIP and SHARON TRYFONOS (supervisor)
and WILMA and CEDRIC KNOTTENBELT at the
Fairhaven Christmas Dinner.

ANNE THOMSON, BRIAN BRUNETTE and
JANET GORDON with GERALD MOUSLEY
seated in front.

ALLEN BARNARDO, VIVIENNE VAN DER WATT
and HILDA BLOM with JOAN SEMPLE in front.

ANDRIES and MARIE OLIVIER at the Fairhaven
Christmas Dinner.
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Dunant Park Friday Christmas Dinner

ATHOLIE BIRCH and MAUREEN MORLEY, DAVE and JENNY HENDERSON and DIANNE VAN DER
MESCHT and LIBBY ORPEN enjoyed the Dunant Park Friday Christmas Dinner.

RIENIE ERNI and JAN LODGE, ANALISE VAN HUYSSTEEN and ASTRI OEHLEY and BEV GREEN
and JOY SLABBERT also had fun at the dinner. Some of the decorations are seen below.

KG says farewell to Marge Hanks

When Marge Hanks (Ostermeyer) left Kruger Gardens after 14
years to live nearer to her son, the “Gate Gang” group of friends
gathered to give her a farewell card signed by them. Here are
MIKE and MARY PITTENDRIGH (and Molly the dog), LUCAS and
VICKY BOWLES, DI HAARHOFF, MARGE HANKS, ANNE STEWART and LUCY JANSEN, BEULAH NASMITH, LYNETTE GREYLING, LYNNE AXON, DEBBIE VAN DER MERWE, SALLY MUKHEIBIR, GWEN and JOHN CROWE, and YVONNE ANDERSON.
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Sexy exotic dancer steals the show
EXCITED and happy residents
of Dunant Park Village congregated at our hall on Saturday,
December 12, to enjoy an early
Christmas celebration. Beautiful
décor greeted us as we walked
in the door, thanks to the generosity and professional expertise
of resident Wendy Reeve, who
had worked diligently and alone
to make a wonderful splash of
colour across the room and set
the mood for a fun evening. The
tables were spaced according to
regulation, the lights were low,
place settings were pretty and
practical – all was in place for a
good party. Ladies dressed in
sparkles and long skirts and
men dressed in suits or smart
casual wear moved around the
tables looking for their place
settings and chatting to friends.
Pumping from the sound system, music from our shared history filled the room. Elvis, Cliff
Richard, Little Richard, The
Beatles, Queen and others we
could sing to, but no longer remembered the names of, carried us back to our own youth.
We sang along with gusto and
were soon swaying to the old
beats we knew so well. Dancing
quickly got under way. Dinner
was served with charm and skill
by Father and Son. The food
was delicious, attractive and in
just the right-size helpings.
Wine on the tables gave us an
option to choose from and fruit
juice was available for those
who wished it. While we ate we
were titillated with the news that
after dinner we would be entertained by the performance of an
exotic dancer, information that
was shared by Pat Ward. Puddings were enjoyed and then we
all settled back in high anticipation for the “floor show” we had
been promised. The lights were
dimmed and the room was completely darkened. The air began
to pulsate to the thumping beat
of Tina Turner’s “Only the Best”.
And then, in the light of a spot-

GEN VISAGIE proposes a
toast at the Dunant Park
Christmas Dinner.

Sexy exotic dancer HAZEL
SCHLAPHOFF received
deafening applause.

ESME WILLIAMS hugs a
snowman in the “Silly Corner”

BABY DU PLESSIS dancing
with COLIN LOFTIE-EATON.

light only, a beautiful girl swayed
with the beat into the room. The
applause was deafening. Wolf
whistles were heard. We
begged for more and more,
sending her back again and
again to repeat her “sexy”
dance, even when it was clear
that our dancer was getting
tired. She spun and swayed,
showed a leg and flirted. She
added a layer to our evening
that will never be forgotten. All
thanks to Hazel Schlaphoff, a

true performing artist! To round
off the evening, the diners took
advantage of the “Silly Corner”,
furnished with kinky hats and
foolish masks and disguises, to
dress up and take photographs
of one another. Altogether this
Christmas celebration was a
triumph for our Entertainment
Committee and the leadership
of the chairperson, Pat Ward.
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PENNY SMITH
Dunant Park

Cynthia Peach celebrates 90th birthday

CYNTHIA PEACH (right) receives a hamper from
SUSAN ROBERTSON on her 90th birthday from
the Stanbury Park Entertainment Committee.

CYNTHIA PEACH was treated to tea at the 6th
Avenue Shopping Centre by LYNETTE
FERGUSON and ANNE DUTTON.

I have lived in Port Elizabeth all my life. After matriculating at Collegiate High School I trained as a
nurse. I worked at industrial nursing for some years
and then went back to the Provincial Hospital before retiring at the end of 1990. On one of my holidays to Benoni I met Noel and we were married in
Port Elizabeth on 9 April 1972. Noel worked as
chief technician at the CSIR until he retired. In retirement we found time to boost our hobbies. He did
wood turning and metal craft in his workshop – a Mr
Fix-it! I’d always been a knitter, but added embroidery, card making and other crafts to my list. Then
came the decision to move on. Our first view of

Stanbury Park was one of three buildings, consisting of six semi-detached units, bush and rubble.
We moved in on 29 October 2012 with our pet dog,
Terry, and watched the rest of Stanbury being built.
It was quite a change from our home and garden of
37 years. Unfortunately our original neighbours
have passed on, as did Noel on 31 July 2017. The
support of the village family was great and I hope to
stay on for a while. My 90th birthday on January 16
was a very special day and I was thoroughly spoilt
by family and friends.
CYNTHIA PEACH, Stanbury Park

Visits to see Addo elephants
STANBURY PARK residents went on two trips
to the Addo Elephant National Park in November. On the left: BRIAN HARRIS, PIKKIE BARTLETT, SUE ODAMS, ANNE DUTTON, GERRIE
SMILLIE and BERTHA VAN NIEKERK. Above:
GAIL KINGSTON, WINSTON COCKCROFT, ROY
SKINNER and PETER KINGSTON.
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Annual carol singing at Kruger Gardens
THE Kruger Gardens carol singing has been held annually for many years, but 2020 was a bit different. Carollers gathered in the open air, singing to other residents at different venues. William
Owen, of the Hill Presbyterian Church, played the guitar and prayers were said by Mike Pittendrigh, the main organiser of the event, and Lucas Bowles.
DI HAARHOFF, Kruger Gardens

ELIZABETH and ROBERT
MacPHERSON enjoyed
singing in the sunshine.

CHRIS RETIEF welcomed new residents MARTHA and GIEL
PRETORIUS to their first carol singing. Many were wearing
masks made by Chris. In the background is IONE FRANCIS.

The Kruger Gardens 2020 Christmas Day lunch
was smaller than usual so the diners sat outside the hall next to the pool. Enjoying their
meal were DEBBIE VAN DER MERWE, EPPITY
VAN ZYL, JENNIE RIRIE opposite her mother,
PHYLLIS RIRIE, JAMES ROBERTSON pouring
wine for FRIKKIE VAN ZYL, LYNETTE GREYLING and MARIE ROBERTSON, the organiser.

As soon as LUCAS and VICKY BOWLES moved
into Kruger Gardens they put up a Christmas
tree on their veranda for all to enjoy.

CAROL VILJOEN and LOUISE McNEE at the
Kruger Gardens Christmas Dinner.

New residents ROBERT and STEPHANI BETTS
enjoyed the Christmas Dinner.
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Walkabout carol services at Fairhaven

ADÉLE DODDS on her melodica with JANET GORDON, MALCOLM DODDS, PAULINE DE VILLIERS and CYRIL ALLWRIGHT.

Fairhaven residents at the annual Salvation Army Carol Service.

MARGIE WILSON, KARENA DAVIS, GERT GRUNDLINGH, KEN
SMITH and MALCOLM DODDS. Behind Karena are Gert’s
granddaughter, ZOE OELOFSE, and his wife, ZELDA.
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ELNA RETIEF and her
daughter, ANNERIE RETIEF.
ON December 22 we repeated
our successful Carol Walkabout
initiated in 2019 by Adéle
Dodds. But this time we all wore
masks and there was no cold
wind. A happy group of Fairhaveners met on a balmy early
evening outside the Coffee
Room. Armed with torches we
set off on our travels. Some
were on foot, others had walkers and one was pushed along
in a wheelchair. As we travelled
along our “Fairhaven Highways”
our “Pied Piper” Adéle, playing
her melodica, led us in singing
the carols. As residents heard
the music they came out either
to join in or just to listen. What
a wonderful evening it was! Our
thanks to Adéle and all who
came along to make this such a
special event. Our annual Salvation Army Carol Service was
changed from the hall to a walkabout on December 16. The
band led us through the village,
with us singing our favourite
carols. An envelope with donations was handed over to them.
Thanks to bandmaster Andre
van Niekerk and the wonderful
band for the special evening.
MARINTHA DU PREEZ
Fairhaven

Delicious Walton Park Christmas Dinner

VERONICA VAN TONDER and CHANTAL VAN DER MERWE,
with ESLY STRYDOM and MAGDA SWANEPOEL at the Walton
Park Christmas Dinner. It was held on two separate evenings
and tables were restricted to four guests a table.

Catering for the Walton Park
Christmas Dinner was ably
done by Father and Son. Supervisor AMANDA FOURIE is
with YOVESHNEE and ANNA.
Below are PERUSHKA,
ROBERT and SANJAY.

ROSE DU TOIT, DAWN HOLDSWORTH, DANEL BOUWER
and YVONNE MEYER made up this happy table.

SID STRONG, ALAN CAMPBELL, MARGARET BROWNE
and ELIZE WHATLEY also enjoyed the dinner.
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Pool braais enjoyed at Dunant Park
DUNANT PARK had to cancel
plans for a special braai on New
Year’s Eve due to COVID-19
regulations so we look back on
our last Saturday braai with nostalgia. As usual a selection of
delicious salads-to-share was
laid out on tables in the hall and
merry laughter and chat drifted
in the air. The day was perfect.
Bright sunshine bathed the pool
area, hardly any wind disturbed
us and the assembly was just
big enough to allow for social
distancing. Everyone took advantage of the chance to talk to
people not seen for a while. All
behaved with decorum. The
braai masters had been on duty
long before the crowd arrived,
making their usual magic. They
were beginning to wilt a little in
the heat as the diners found
seats and settled in to socialise,
but stuck to their jobs with good
grace. Happy people settled
down to eat SA’s favourite meal
in companionable peace and
got on with setting the country
to rights and talking about plans
for the day when lockdown is
done and COVID a bad dream.

ANETTE JANSEN VAN VUUREN, LYNN PASK (the swimmer),
HENRIETTA EVERTSE and SUSIE BREWER at the Dunant Park
braai at the pool area on December 16.

PENNY SMITH
Dunant Park

The Dunant Park “rogues gallery” at the December 16 braai:
BRIAN HOLDSTOCK, RON PURCHASE and MIKE SPIES.

RON PURCHASE and
GEORGE WATKINS at the
last Saturday braai of the
year at Dunant Park.

Cooking at the last braai were
DEREK SNOW and FRED
HEYDENRYCH.
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LIZ BLAMEY kept herself well
protected from the sun at the
last braai of the year.

Variety at Stanbury Park craft market

JEAN and SEYMOUR MARAIS, who are always
busy and creative with their baking, at the
Stanbury Park Craft Market.

PAT NEILL showing her table of colourful
masks and other wares at the Craft Market
at Stanbury Park.

CAROLE GREEN with her lovely granadilla curd
and the wood-worked items made by her
husband, Jim.

KEVIN and LOUISE JACKSON with her wonderful quilting and other beautiful needlework done
from patterns she has created.

Owl boxes waiting
for occupants
Stanbury Park’s owl boxes
are ready and waiting for occupants, perhaps too late for
this year’s nesting season,
but hopefully next year. They
were made by DAVE MICHIE
and JIM GREEN with materials donated by Colin Fox.

Margaret’s mishap
MARGARET MENDES, with
Stanbury Park’s mascot, Ming
Lou, keeping Mom company
after she broke a leg while
stepping out of a vehicle.
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MARGARET MENDES
recuperating at home.

Activities at LP East despite lockdown
DESPITE the effects of COVID19 and its protocols, last year
ended with a fairly cheerful atmosphere. Activities and entertainments included Braais,
three Joker Draws (but, unfortunately, no winners), Canasta,
Bingo (including a bumper evening), Gym, Pilates and Line
Dancing as well as the regular
monthly Morning Market and
two Christmas Morning Markets. Marlene Bezuidenhout’s
Craft Afternoons continued to
be successful as residents
worked on crafts and gifts for
families and friends. We were
lucky to be able to watch
“Joseph’s Story”, adapted from
Jerry Jenkins’s novella and directed by Elizabeth van Sluys.
This was shown on two consecutive afternoons during
which we also joined in with the
cast and sang Christmas Carols. Residents and members
enjoyed Christmas Lunches
and Dinners catered by Father
and Son and subsidised by
Head Office. With a tablesharing meal having been successful in 2019, the Entertainment Committee decided to repeat this at the end of 2020.
Tasty food was once more enjoyed. Because of the wind, we
couldn’t sit on the veranda. A
Special Tea Party was held for
Queenie Meyer, who resigned.
The library and hall remained
open during the holidays for
residents to exchange books
and read newspapers, thanks to
the Entertainment Committee,
who organised this with the librarians. Gym, Pilates, Line
Dancing, Canasta and Knit
and Natter have all re-started.
Residents and members are
again trying their luck with
Bingo and the Joker Draw. A
take-away Fish and Chips evening was also enjoyed.
DESIREE MARTIN
Laubscher Park East
and Walmer Service Centre

LP East committee and staff members at the handing over of
Christmas gratuities … FRANSIE FORD, MARLENE BEZUIDENHOUT, PETER HALL, QUEENIE MEYER, MICHAEL NCIPHA,
LONWABO KONDILE, MATTHEWS NQUINDO and OLGA YAWA.

Organisers of the Christmas bingo game ... MICHAEL HIRST,
RUTH ACKERMANN, ELAINE WATSON and SALLY RETIEF.

Enjoying a game of canasta at Laubscher Park East were
ROSALIE McCLOUD, MARETHA ZEELIE, SHEELAGH DAY,
JOAN REID, DI HUGHES and DI BRIEDENHAM.
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Special Christmas Lunch at Fairhaven
A SPECIAL Christmas Day Lunch was held for Fairhaven residents who did not have friends or
family with them on this festive day. A group of residents volunteered to prepare the different
meats, salads and desserts. And what a spread 28 of us enjoyed! We could fill our plates a second time. All had to bring their own crockery, cutlery etc. Everybody had to wear a mask when
not eating and there were only four diners at each table. Thanks to all involved in making this a
day to remember!
MARINTHA DU PREEZ ,

ALF DANIELL enjoyed himself at the lunch.

YVONNE DEBS about to tuck into her meal.

ALETTA TANDY, BARNEY NIEMAND and MICK
TANDY at the Fairhaven Christmas Lunch.

ISOBEL GORMAN, DES STRYDOM and WENDY
SHUTTLEWORTH also attended the lunch.

Annual Carols on the Green at Dunant Park

LORRAINE and JAMES THOMAS at the Dunant
Park Carols on the Green. The Salvation Army
Band provided the music.

PRINEA McGILLIVRAY, JEAN PRICE, MAUREEN MORLEY and JOY TIMBERLAKE also
took part in the annual carol service.
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Kruger Gardens drought garden admired
ALIZA RACHMAN has developed a drought garden that many Kruger Gardens residents have
commented on and admired. Using stones, succulents, pots and some unusual objects, her artistic
skill is evident. Her previous garden in South End
was also much admired and was full of succulents,
many of which she shared with other people – she
does the same at KG. She says everybody should
have a drought garden in these times of climate
change, but warns that stones and pots must be
laid on top of a weed guard lining. Otherwise grass
and weeds can ruin everything in a low maintenance garden like this. Aliza was Head of Ceramics
at the PE Technikon. Both she and her late husband, Albert, were potters. Her garden also contains examples of Sammy Lieberman’s work whom
Aliza knew before the Lieberman Pottery became
famous. Her garden is full of treasures.
DI HAARHOFF, Kruger Gardens

WAYNE BATTESON next to a lovely gaura
plant at Caritas.

KEITH FROST with his beautiful belladonna
and Agapanthus at Laubscher Park East.

ISOBEL GORMAN and GLENDA TODKILL completed this 3 000 piece puzzle. Other keen puzzle builders at Fairhaven include Ann Green,
Beulah Dom and Maureen Seller. There are always puzzles being worked on in the village.

JOHAN BOSMAN and PAT HURLEY enjoying a
cup of coffee and a rusk at 4.45am at Kruger
Gardens. Every day Pat collects residents’
newspapers from the gate and brings them to
the hall, whatever the weather. Thank you Pat!

Edited by Keith and Yvonne Dimbleby
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